We named the product X-Cyte®, because even if you don’t know what the main ingredient cytokinin is, we know you’ll be excited by what it does. When things heat up in your crops (over 67 degrees in small grains and over 87 degrees in other row crops) the growth hormone cytokinin starts to break down in plants. Why is this a big deal? Because this typically leads to tip-back and kernel loss in corn, and flower abortion and pod loss in soybeans. X-Cyte® works to restore hormonal balance, improve carbohydrate storage capacity, and increase cell division in plants for enhanced uniformity, density and quality of fruit / grain.

**PRODUCT BENEFITS**

X-Cyte® is an EPA-registered plant growth regulator and yield stimulant. Talk to your Stoller representative and learn how you can achieve the following yield enhancing characteristics on your fields:

**X-CYTE ON CORN**
- Increased pollen production
- Increased fertility
- Increased kernel weight
- Increased grain density
- Reduced kernel abortion

**X-CYTE ON SOYBEANS**
- Increased seed size
- Increased seed weight
- Reduced pod loss

**X-CYTE ON WHEAT AND SMALL GRAINS**
- Increased grains per head
- Greater stalk strength

**X-CYTE ON COTTON**
- Increased bolls per plant

**ENHANCE YOUR YIELD POTENTIAL**

Every Stoller product works to protect, enable, or enhance the maximum genetic expression of the plant.

**ENHANCERS, LIKE X-CYTE’ WORK TO OPTIMIZE A PLANT’S HEALTH, PHYSIOLOGY AND VIGOR AT EACH CRITICAL GROWTH STAGE.**

**NOTICE:**

The information contained herein is true and accurate to the best of our knowledge and belief, but is presented without guarantee since field conditions and use are beyond our control. Neither the manufacturer nor the seller make any warranty, expressed or implied, concerning the use of this product other than indicated on the label. Buyer assumes all risk of use of this material when such use is contrary to label instruction. Read and follow the label directions carefully.
**RECOMMENDED FIELD APPLICATIONS**

X-Cyte® is formulated for the following highlighted applications

- **SEED**
- **SOIL**
- **FOLIAR**
- **IRRIGATION**

---

**FOLIAR APPLICATIONS**

No need to make unnecessary passes over your field. X-Cyte® is tank-mix compatible with many leading fungicides.

**APPLICATION TIMING**

The recommended timing of an X-Cyte® application coincides with typical late-season fungicide application passes. Talk to your Stoller representative for more detailed information.

---

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:**

Cytokinin, as kinetin 0.04%  
(contains 0.0064 oz. cytokinin/pint)

Other ingredients 99.6%

**GUARANTEED ANALYSIS**

Stoller products are designed to help plants function more efficiently. Stoller products are not replacements for sound agronomy and fertility programs. They work in concert with good farming practices to help the plant realize its true yield potential.